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periodic of period 2z, and let

(t) i-a0+ ,:’a cos nt

and

Let (t)be an even function, integrable in Lebesgue sense,

s=- ao-l- ,
Hardy and Littlewood [lJ have proved that if

f (t/log 1

and if for some positive

a>--A.n-, A>O,
then

(t->O),

8n-->0 as n-->c.
In this paper we shall prove a converse
THEOREM. If , a is summable to zero in Abel sense, and, a I-o(1/log n) (n -->),

and

(4) (t) - (t--u)du--- [p(t)--(t--u)]du,

(i)

and if for some positive p,
( 2 ) ’(t)>--At- (0< t< to),
where A is a positive constant independent of t, then

Kt)--,o (t-,o).
2. Proof of the theorem. We require a
LEMMA. If u. is summable in Abel sense, and if

u++u+.+...+u+>--K (=l, 2,...,n),
where K is a positive constant, then the series , u converges to the
same sum.

This is Lemma 2, slightly modified, of Szsz 2J.
For the proof of our Theorem, using the argument in Yano 3J,

we begin with the identities

if* if( 3 f(t)= f(t+u)du--- [f(t+u)--(t)du
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where 0 <h< t. The condition (2) implies

(t+)-(t)- p’(t+v)dv>--At-,
for 0 u< h. Thus, letting
(5) h--V’,
we have, from (3)

(t)<- 9(t+u)du+At.

Similarly, from (4)

If9(t)>- 9(t-- u)du-- At.

Hence, if it is shown that

6 ) lim 1 ft+O
(t +__ u)du--O,

where h is defined by (5), then the result (t)-->0
immediately from the above two inequalities.

Now, replacing 9(t/u) by its Fourier series,

(7)

as t-> 0 follows

l f l fi{-- (t+u)du-- ao+= a cos ,(t+u) du

S,+S+ 8a, say,
where we assume that, for fixed small t>O,

(8) n-- T and N-[n+.

Then, by Abel’s transformation

S - ao+ ]=, a cos v(t+ u du

1 [eos (t+)-cos (+ 1)(t+)_d
=0

+s_. cos n(t+u)du.

And
1__"JEcos ,(t+u)- cos (,+ 1)(t+ u)]du
h

-2 fsin(,+-)(t+u)sin-(t+u)du.h

Since the integrand in the last integral is positive and increasing with
u in (0, h) for O<t+h</2(n+l) and O<__v<__n, the last expression is,
by the second mean-value theorem,
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(0<h,<h)

Hence

-ff
On the other hand, the two conditions (1) and the Abel summability
of , a. to the sum zero imply lims.-0 by the above lemma. So,
we may suppose that

s[<g (>0) and sl< @>no).
For n >no, then,

S[<2Knt +2nt +z< 2Knot +3,
by (8), and this is less than 4 for t<(/2K)*//no. Next

ISz- a, cos ,(t+u)du < == lal.

And, since by (8)
N= En+Jn. e* o.< n. 2*

and assuming that
2

( 9 [a, ]< /log, (,no> 1),

which is permissible by (1), we have

E la I< 
/=0 u= =0 log (2n)

Further,

2(P+ 1) logn dxe
log (2n)

<2s log (2p+3).

1 a cos ,(t -k u)du

2 . 1 +’

<- =o,2.N 32, [a l,

which does not exceed, by (9),
2 1 s 4s < 4s 4st,- =02N" log (2N)

<
hN log N hn----J

since n-[lit] and h--t/. Combining the above estimations of S’s
with (7), we have

1 --[’(t+u)du-O.lim
t-0 h

Similarly,
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lim 1 f-o -- (t--u)du--O,

and we get (6), which completes the proof.
Finally, I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude to Mr. K. Yano

for his suggestions and kind advices.
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